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Adaptations Answer Sheet - Design-a-fish! 

Name:  Date:  

 

 

A habitat is: The environment in which an animal lives        
                 
Adaptations help animals to:  Survive better in their specific habitat     
                

Complete the missing gaps in the table of fishy adaptations: 

Body Part Adaptation Function Example Habitat 

Body shape Torpedo shaped Fast swimming Mackerel Open-water 

Eyes On top of head Lies flat on the sea 
bed 

Flat fish Sea-bed 

Spines Spines on back Venomous Weaver fish Sea-bed 

SKIN Slimy skin instead 
of scales 

Sliding in-between 
rocks 

Sea-bed Shanny 

Mouth Tube shaped Sucking in tiny 
shrimp and plankton 

Sea horse Sea grass 

Design-a-fish 

Copy out the information about your sea creature that you picked out: E.g. a powerful predator 
which must swim quickly through open water         
                

Draw an imaginary fish or sea creature, with labels of the adaptions which help it to survive 
in its habitat.  
E.g. a streamlined, torpedo shaped fish with narrow, pointed fins. Sharp teeth and big jaws 
could be expected on a predator.  
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Name:  Date:  

 

Describe how it’s shape will help it to survive in it’s habitat: answer will vary   
                
                 
Explain how it’s colour will help it to survive answer will vary      
                
                 
What does your fish eat? answer will vary         
                

Draw the reverse side of your imaginary fish, making it two sided. Colour in both sides.  You 
can then cut it out and hang it from a string as part of a class display. 
Drawing should match that on reverse  

Draw the mouth of your fish in detail: 
drawing will vary but should relate to the type of prey and feeding mechanism 
 

How does it’s mouth help it to catch it’s food? answer will vary      
                
                 
How will your fish avoid predators? (Does it swim away quickly, hide, or have sharp spines?) 
answer will vary              
                
                 


